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Why Impact. 
Why now.
The world sits at a critical crossroad. We can do nothing and imperil 
the future or we can take action and improve it.

The last few centuries have witnessed unprecedented innovation and 
economic growth. 

But exponential growth has come with substantial costs. Soaring 
financial revenues have overshadowed mounting environmental and 

social debt. Short-term gains are resulting in long-term deficits. 
Your investment can change the outcome.

Robeco’s sustainable thematic products give investors exposure to 
the companies that create positive impact and drive sustainable 
economic growth.

Investing with impact – addressing the world’s most pressing sustainability challenges

Together we can impact outcomes 
and create a path to a sustainable future.

Transition to a low-carbon economy Greenhouse gases and global warming

Increased waste, material 
consumption & footprint

Rising water demand

Infectious diseases, 
“Diabesity” epidemic, 
lack of hygiene

Wasteful “take, make and 
dispose” principle

Inequality and social inequity

Decarbonization of the 
transportation sector

Resource-efficient 
manufacturing

Protecting global water 
supplies

Healthy population and lower 
healthcare costs

Reducing waste 
and preserving 
natural capital

Promoting gender equality & inclusion

Damaging fossil fuel mining and extraction
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Targeted themes. 
Impact scaled solutions.
The challenges we face are universal. They are not isolated to one 

industry but permeate entire economies. They are not region-specific 

but found around the globe. 

Yet solutions that effectively combat these challenges must be specific, 

targeted and measurable. 

A sustainable thematic approach recognizes that pervasive problems 

require pervasive solutions. Themes allow us to stretch investments 

across sectors, industries and value chains to amplify impact and 

accelerate change on a global scale.  

Over the last two decades, Robeco has built a suite of funds that target 

investable themes across industries and sectors. Our sustainable 

thematic funds are composed of companies with targeted solutions 

that address real world challenges.

Pioneering in sustainable thematic investing resulting in a range of Art. 9 funds 

Addressing the world’s most pressing sustainability challenges

  

We know that sustainability is a long-term force for good. As such, it 

drives us to integrate ESG across our investment solutions, actively 

engagement with companies, and work on real impact. 

By diving deeper to understand dynamics and impact, our 

comprehensive sustainable approach leads to better-informed 

investment decisions. Creating better returns – and looking after the 

world we live in.

Robeco’s suite of impact funds allow individuals to invest in companies 

that create positive impact and drive sustainable economic growth.

2001
Sustainable Water 
Equities

2003
Smart Energy 
Equities

2006
Smart Materials 
Equities

2007
Sustainable Healthy Living 
Equities

2018
Smart Mobility 
Equities

2020*

Circular Economy 
Equities

2015
Global Gender Equality 
Equities

* Effective October 29th 2020, selected RobecoSAM equity funds were merged onto the RCGF SICAV platform and received new inception dates, share classes, and ISIN codes.

Source: Robeco, March 2021

 Article 8     83%

 Article 9 12%

 Article 6 5%

95% of the Robeco funds classify as Article 8 or 9 according SFDR

Article 8 labels all strategies that 

promote environmental and social 

characteristics, and have these factors 

integrated into the investment process. 

The Article 9 label applies to those 

with specific sustainability targets or 

objectives.

F U N D 
S E L EC TO R

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/funds/#!/sort=fav,reverse=false,lt=nest,perfid=5,hedged=false
https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/funds/#!/sort=fav,reverse=false,lt=nest,perfid=5,hedged=false
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How to measure?

To truly advance sustainability in the economy and for society, 

investors must measure whether companies are producing absolute, 

positive outcomes. Without impact data to guide them, companies, 

investors, and stakeholders have no way of knowing the efficacy of 

their investments. Nor can they maximize sustainability actions and 

investments. As a result, progress continues to be sub-optimal.

Impact measurement is a way to show investors and stakeholders the 

real-world outcomes of the companies in which they invest.

Robeco’s sustainable thematic portfolios are constructed based on 

rigorous fundamental analysis, ESG research and careful theme 

Invest in sustainable themes 
to generate impact.

development. But we drill even deeper. Using a proprietary SDG 

Framework, we assess to what extent investee companies are 

impacting each of the 17 SDGs. Moreover, we drill even further and 

calculate the impact of our sustainable thematic portfolios based on 

the most relevant SDG targets: how much clean water was distributed 

to households, how much greenhouse gas was avoided, how many 

tons of plastic was recycled, and how many individuals were provided 

with access to healthcare.

Our impact reporting tools help guide investment decisions, inform 

engagement activities, and create accountability for our sustainable 

investment objectives.

Sustainable themes. 
Measurable impact.

Voting

Detailed reports on voting activities on behalf of the fund

Active engagement

Improve the conduct and address the misconduct of investee 

companies

Exclusion

Screening

Avoidance of activities that significantly harm the sustainable 

investment objective

ESG integration

Identifying risks and opportunities with material effect on a 

company’s prospects 

Impact reporting

Report on impacts of investee companies attributed to the fund
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RobecoSAM Sustainable 
Water Equities

Protecting the quality and quantity 
of the world’s water supply  
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The fund focuses on ensuring stable water supply, water quality and 

wastewater management.

Climate change, population growth, dietary changes and urbanization 

are trends contributing to water scarcity worldwide. Global populations 

are growing and diets are shifting from plants and cereals to water-

intensive meats and dairy. Agriculture is already the biggest water 

consumer and water deficits are increasing as a result of droughts and 

floods brought on by climate change. Urbanization further exacerbates 

pressures on ill-equipped, leaky municipal infrastructures. 

To combat these issues the fund invests in large-scale infrastructure like 

irrigation systems, pipelines, and metering networks that efficiently 

distribute water to croplands, residential communities and industry.  

It also invests in utilities and waste treatment plants that eliminate 

harmful contaminants so that it can be safely recycled back into the 

water supplies.  Meanwhile, investments in water testing technologies 

ensure that water quality matches its intended use in heavy industry, 

RobecoSAM Sustainable 
Water Equities

Fund facts

Inception date 28.09.2001 

Index MSCI World Index 

Share classes Acc./Dist. ISIN

D EUR Acc. LU2146190835

I EUR Acc. LU2146192377

M2 EUR Acc. LU2146192617

I USD Acc. LU2146192534

WATC H  T H E 
P RO D U C T  V I D EO

Fund classified under Article 9 of SFDR

Alignment of investments with the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals

 

consumer households, and bio-pharmaceuticals and healthcare 

settings.

Trend selection and investment scope
 

Capital goods & chemicals such as valves & pumps, 

treatment systems & chemicals and irrigation 

systems

Water utilities and waste management

Construction & materials for instance in engineering, 

construction, building materials and fixtures as well 

as water meters

Quality & analytics of water, point of use treatment, 

maintenances services and resources protection

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/06/water-scarcity-investors-are-part-of-the-solution.html
https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/06/water-scarcity-investors-are-part-of-the-solution.html
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RobecoSAM 
Circular Economy Equities

Reducing waste and regenerating 
value in loops  
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The fund invests in companies that protect the environment by 

reducing wasteful production and consumption of finite resources. 

Resource depletion, loss in biodiversity, accelerating waste and 

pollution on land and water are the devastating effects of the linear 

economy. The “take, make, dispose” operating principles of the linear 

approach are unsustainable and in desperate need of replacement. 

Circular principles focused on “reuse, repair, recycle” provide a 

sustainable alternative. Circular solutions can be applied across 

sectors and within value chains creating highly efficient networks 

of resource exchange. The fund focuses on innovative companies 

designing biodegradable packaging and eco-friendly building 

materials, digitizing supply chains that enable “shared” services, as 

well as recycling and recovery of products after use.  

RobecoSAM 
Circular Economy Equities

Fund facts

Inception date 23.01.2020 

Index MSCI World Index 

Share classes Acc./Dist. ISIN

D EUR Acc. LU2092758726

I EUR Acc. LU2092759021

M2 EUR Acc. LU2292538324

I USD Acc. LU2092759450

WATC H  T H E 
P RO D U C T  V I D EO

Fund classified under Article 9 of SFDR

Alignment of investments with the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals

 

 

Trend selection and investment scope

Redesign inputs of consumer packaging, renewable 

fiber & feedstock as well as building materials

Circular use of nutrition, fashion, household & 

lifestyle as well as sharing economy

Enabling technologies such as digitization, product as 

a service and logistics & testing

Loop resources by collecting & sorting, recovery & 

recycling and creating product lifetime extensions

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2020/12/make-remake-and-reuse-lets-shift-to-a-circular-economy.html
https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2020/12/make-remake-and-reuse-lets-shift-to-a-circular-economy.html
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RobecoSAM Sustainable
Healthy Living Equities

Promoting prevention, early 
intervention and population health
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The fund invests in companies that provide products and services 

that address unhealthy lifestyles, chronic disease and rising 

healthcare costs.

Healthcare costs are exploding and it is not just a rich-world problem. 

Chronic disease is the single largest factor contributing to health care 

costs around the world – a classification that includes diabetes, high 

blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, stroke and many cancers. 

The rise in chronic disease is directly linked with the rise in obesity and 

unhealthy lifestyle choices. Sustainable solutions for promoting health 

and controlling costs must include prevention and early intervention. 

The fund focuses on keeping populations and healthcare budgets fit 

for the future by investing in companies that focus on good food and 

nutrition, physical activity and fitness, personal care and hygiene as 

well as early diagnostic testing and interventions. 

RobecoSAM Sustainable
Healthy Living Equities

Fund facts

Inception date 30.03.2007 

Index MSCI World Index 

Share classes Acc./Dist. ISIN

D EUR Acc. LU2146189407

I EUR Acc. LU2146190165

M2 EUR Acc. LU2146190595

I USD Acc. LU2146190249

WATC H  T H E 
P RO D U C T  V I D EO

Fund classified under Article 9 of SFDR

Alignment of investments with the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals

 

Trend selection and investment scope
 

Healthy nutrition as well as safety & analytics

Lifestyle disease solutions through diagnosis & 

prevention, healthcare efficiency and chronic care

Activity by athletic footwear & apparel as well as 

fitness centers and sporting goods

Hygiene, personal care and vitamin deficiency 

solutions

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/02/we-believe-that-the-trend-around-healthy-living-is-long-lived.html
https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/02/we-believe-that-the-trend-around-healthy-living-is-long-lived.html
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RobecoSAM  
Smart Energy Equities

Powering the transition to a low-carbon, 
energy-efficient economy  
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The fund invests in clean energy, clean technologies, and energy-

efficient usage.

Decarbonization, electrification, and digitization are important secular 

trends captured within the smart energy fund. Decarbonization 

means reducing carbon emissions by switching to cleaner, carbon-free 

alternatives like wind and solar power.   

Electrification means replacing combustion engines powered by 

hydrocarbons to electric motors powered by electricity. The shift 

is already visible in transportation where electric vehicles are 

replacing combustion engines and in buildings where electric pumps 

are replacing coal and gas-powered boilers for heating, AC, and 

ventilation. 

Digitization means demand for electricity will surge, as the global 

economy grows more data-driven and connected. To reduce energy 

demand data centers, data transmission, and data storage will need 

to be more energy-efficient. Investments in semiconductors, batteries, 

RobecoSAM  
Smart Energy Equities

WATC H  T H E 
P RO D U C T  V I D EO

Fund facts

Inception date 23.09.2003 

Index MSCI World Index 

Share classes Acc./Dist. ISIN

D EUR Acc. LU2145461757

I EUR Acc. LU2145462722

M2 EUR Acc. LU2145463373

I USD Acc. LU2145463027

Fund classified under Article 9 of SFDR

Alignment of investments with the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals

 

and hydrogen technologies will support the sustainable expansion of 

the digital economy. 

 

Trend selection and investment scope

Renewable energies such as wind and solar

Energy distribution from equipment suppliers, electric 

networks & natural gas distribution

Energy management, semiconductor power 

management and energy storage

Energy efficiency in buildings, industrial processes, 

transportation and big data

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/08/the-future-of-energy-is-clean-electric-and-efficient.html
https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/08/the-future-of-energy-is-clean-electric-and-efficient.html
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RobecoSAM 
Smart Mobility Equities

Enabling a future of clean, safe  
and efficient transport
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RobecoSAM
Smart Mobility Equities

The fund invests in the electrification of transportation and 

infrastructure for clean, safe, and connected mobility. 

Denser populations, rising air pollution, and outdated urban 

infrastructure are just a few trends driving the electrification of 

transportation.  As cities expand outward, carbon emissions, urban 

smog, vehicle congestion, and traffic accidents are rising upward. 

Electric vehicles (EVs) powered by renewable electricity mean 

emission-free travel as well as reduced toxic particulates caused by 

gas-powered exhaust. 

EVs equipped with advanced safety technologies like object detection 

and emergency breaking save lives and reduce accidents. Fully 

autonomous vehicles (AVs) and shared mobility solutions will further 

enhance road safety, increase commuter capacity, ease traffic 

congestion and improve freight transport. To keep pace with the 

interconnected and dynamic landscape of the 21st century, cities 

must also overhaul outdated electrical grids and telecommunications 

networks.  The fund invests across a range of technologies and sectors 

Fund facts

Inception date 31.07.2018 

Index MSCI World Index 

Share classes Acc./Dist. ISIN

D EUR Acc. LU2145465402

I EUR Acc. LU2145466129

M2 EUR Acc. LU2145466558

I USD Acc. LU2145466475

Alignment of investments with the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals

 

WATC H  T H E 
P RO D U C T  V I D EO

that are enabling the transformation of transportation to make it 

cleaner, safer, better connected and more efficient.

Trend selection and investment scope
 

EV component suppliers such as batteries, electric 

powertrain & lightweight materials

EV manufacturers & subsystem suppliers such 

as vehicle manufacturers, suppliers of process 

equipment and software

EV infrastructure for example charging solutions, 

smart grid technology and hydrogen infrastructure

Autonomous driving & shared mobility requires 

connectivity and artificial intelligence

Fund classified under Article 9 of SFDR

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2019/02/the-future-of-transport-is-smart-mobility.html
https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2019/02/the-future-of-transport-is-smart-mobility.html
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RobecoSAM  
Smart Materials Equities

Balancing resource supplies with the 
demands of economic growth  
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The fund focuses on innovative materials and process technologies 

that reduce the use of natural resources within manufacturing. 

Imagine manufacturing that makes better products faster, using less 

resources. The smart materials fund invests in companies enabling a 

new kind of manufacturing that applies cutting-edge technologies at 

the beginning, middle and end of the manufacturing supply chain.  

Substituting resource-intensive materials like steel with lightweight 

alternatives improves product strength while reducing carbon intensity 

in heavy industry. Computer-aided design (CAD), simulations, and 

3D printing help design, enhance and test products in the lab before 

resources are wasted on the factory floor. Precision lasers, robotics 

and automation improve manufacturing quality and speed so that 

better products reach clients faster. And enabling resource-efficient 

manufacturing doesn’t end with product delivery. It also extends to 

end-of-life product management. Here, the fund invests in innovation 

that is transforming discarded products into new materials to start the 

manufacturing cycle anew.  

RobecoSAM  
Smart Materials Equities

WATC H  T H E 
P RO D U C T  V I D EO

Fund facts

Inception date 02.10.2006 

Index MSCI World Index 

Share classes Acc./Dist. ISIN

D EUR Acc. LU2145463613

I EUR Acc. LU2145464777

M2 EUR Acc. LU2145465154

I USD Acc. LU2145464934

Fund classified under Article 9 of SFDR

Alignment of investments with the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals

 

Trend selection and investment scope

Transformational materials such as lightweight 

materials, e-papers, new displays and bio-based 

materials

Advanced materials for instance in strategic & 

specialty metals as well as functional & efficient 

materials 

Smart manufacturing such as software, laser & 

robotics as well as automation & process control

Process technologies for example in circular systems, 

recycling & disposal, cleaner industrial processes as 

well as analytical instruments

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/06/tackle-resource-scarcity-through-innovative-materials-companies.html
https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/insights/2021/06/tackle-resource-scarcity-through-innovative-materials-companies.html
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RobecoSAM Global Gender 
Equality Equities 

Strengthening gender equality, diversity 
and inclusion in the workforce  
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The  fund invests in companies that create positive social and 

financial value by promoting diverse and inclusive workplaces. 

Despite near parity with men in terms of participation rates, women 

still face significant inequalities in terms of pay, career advancement 

and representation in management roles. Other vulnerable groups 

are confronted with similar obstacles. Inequalities don’t just hurt 

women and minorities, they damage society by reducing the potential 

of its human and social capital. What’s true for society, is true for 

companies. Firms that foster diversity, inclusion and equality increase 

access to talent, improve innovation and maximize their value-

creating potential. 

The fund combines proprietary gender equality scores with 

ESG research and rigorous fundamental analysis to construct a 

concentrated portfolio of companies that generate social impact, 

superior financial performance and increase shareholder value.

RobecoSAM Global Gender 
Equality Equities 

Fund facts

Inception date 18.09.2015 

Index MSCI World Index 

Share classes Acc./Dist. ISIN

D EUR Acc. LU2145458969

I EUR Acc. LU2145459777

M2 EUR Acc. LU2292538241

D USD Acc. LU2145459009

Fund classified under Article 9 of SFDR

Alignment of investments with the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals

 

Trend selection and investment scope
 

Board diversity and nomination process

Workforce diversity and talent retention

Trend of employee satisfaction

Pay equity

Employee well-being
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Why themes? 
Why Robeco?
Advantages of a thematic approach 
– Long-term oriented

– Strong structural supports

– Diversified across sectors 

– Risk mitigation

– Access to growth and defensive stocks

– Access to multiple sub-themes 

About Robeco
Robeco is a pure-play international asset manager founded in 1929 

with headquarters in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and 17 offices 

worldwide. A global leader in sustainable investing since 1995, 

its unique integration of sustainable as well as fundamental and 

quantitative research enables the company to offer institutional 

and private investors an extensive selection of active investment 

strategies, for a broad range of asset classes. As at 31 December 

2020, Robeco had EUR 176 billion (USD 215 billion) in assets under 

management, of which EUR 160 billion (USD 196 billion) is committed 

to ESG integration.

Robeco’s sustainable thematic offering 
– Unparalleled track record

– Access to transformative sustainable themes

– Screening for theme-specific sustainability criteria 

– Exclusion of controversial and unsustainable companies 

– ESG integration with fundamental company analysis

– Positive impact on SDGs

–  Portfolio impact measurement and reporting 

– Active engagement and voting 

– Please be aware that all investments involve risks

 

If you wish to know more about sustainable thematic and 

impact investing, please go to the following websites:

https://www.robeco.com/ch/en/key-strengths/

sustainable-investing/
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Contact

Our Sales Team

Sandra Cafazzo
Head of Sales Switzerland

E sandra.cafazzo@robeco.com

T +41 44 653 10 87

L https://www.linkedin.com/

in/88529613/

Thierry Bertheau
Head of Institutional Sales 

Switzerland & Liechtenstein

E thierry.bertheau@robeco.com

T +41 44 529 06 20

L https://www.linkedin.

com/in/thierry-

bertheau-110599147/

Reto Eisenhut
Head of Wholesale Switzerland 

& Liechtenstein

E reto.eisenhut@robeco.com

T +41 44 653 10 22

L https://www.linkedin.com/

in/reto-eisenhut-quinter-

5b350899/

Martin Heiniger
Senior Relationship Manager

E martin.heiniger@robeco.com

T +41 44 529 06 11

L https://www.linkedin.

com/in/martin-heiniger-

a5a08437/

Robeco
Robeco Switzerland Ltd.

Josefstrasse 218

8005 Zürich

T +41 44 653 10 10

I  www.robeco.com/ch
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Important information 
Robeco Institutional Asset Management B.V. (Robeco B.V.) has a 
license as manager of Undertakings for Collective Investment in 
Transferable Securities (UCITS) and Alternative Investment Funds 
(AIFs) (“Fund(s)”) from The Netherlands Authority for the Financial 
Markets in Amsterdam. This document is solely intended for 
professional investors, defined as investors qualifying as 
professional clients, who have requested to be treated as 
professional clients or who are authorized to receive such 
information under any applicable laws. Robeco B.V and/or its 
related, affiliated and subsidiary companies, (“Robeco”), will not 
be liable for any damages arising out of the use of this document.  

The contents of this document are based upon sources of 
information believed to be reliable and comes without warranties 
of any kind. Any opinions, estimates or forecasts may be changed 
at any time without prior notice and readers are expected to take 
that into consideration when deciding what weight to apply to the 
document’s contents. This document is intended to be provided to 
professional investors only for the purpose of imparting market 
information as interpreted by Robeco. It has not been prepared by 
Robeco as investment advice or investment research nor should it 
be interpreted as such and it does not constitute an investment 
recommendation to buy or sell certain securities or investment 
products and/or to adopt any investment strategy and/or legal, 
accounting or tax advice. 

All rights relating to the information in this document are and will 
remain the property of Robeco. This material may not be copied or 
used with the public. No part of this document may be 
reproduced, or published in any form or by any means without 
Robeco’s prior written permission. Investment involves risks. 
Before investing, please note the initial capital is not guaranteed. 
This document is not directed to, nor intended for distribution to or 
use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or 
located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where 
such distribution, document, availability or use would be contrary 
to law or regulation or which would subject Robeco B.V. or its 
affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such 
jurisdiction. 
 
This document may be distributed in the US by Robeco 
Institutional Asset Management US, Inc. (“Robeco US”), an 
investment adviser registered with the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC). Such registration should not be interpreted as 
an endorsement or approval of Robeco US by the SEC. Robeco B.V. 
is considered “participating affiliated” and some of their 
employees are “associated persons” of Robeco US as per relevant 
SEC no-action guidance. SEC regulations are applicable only to 
clients, prospects and investors of Robeco US. Robeco US is located 
at 230 Park Avenue, 33rd floor, New York, NY 10169 

Additional Information for investors with residence or seat in 
Switzerland
This document is distributed by Robeco and/or its related, 
affiliated and subsidiary companies. The contents of this document 
are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable and 
comes without warranties of any kind. Any opinions, estimates or 
forecasts may be changed at any time without prior notice and 
readers are expected to take that into consideration when 
deciding what weight to apply to the document’s contents. This 
document is intended to be provided to professional investors only 
for the purpose of imparting market information as interpreted by 
Robeco. It has not been prepared by Robeco as investment advice 
or investment research nor should it be interpreted as such and it 
does not constitute an investment recommendation to buy or sell 
certain securities or investment products and/or to adopt any 
investment strategy and/or legal, accounting or tax advice. 
Robeco will not be liable for any damages arising out of the use of 
this document. All rights relating to the information in this 
document are and will remain the property of Robeco. This 
material may not be copied or used with the public. No part of this 
document may be reproduced, or published in any form or by any 
means without Robeco’s prior written permission.

© Q1/2021 Robeco
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